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Cover Story The bro’mance of war
A young Afghan
policeman drinks tea
at sunset in an opiumpoppy ﬁeld near a
police compound in
Helmand province

IN
LOVE
AND
WAR

Amid a brutal conflict, young
Afghan police officers are being
trained to bring peace to their
country — but will they succeed?
Bran Symondson’s extraordinary
photographs from within their
hidden compounds reveal the
secret side of men bound
together emotionally and
sexually. By Christina Lamb
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A young chai boy —
‘a blend of geisha and
gofer’ — takes a break
during a foot patrol.
Right: a British soldier
talks to an older
policeman in Lashkar
Gah. Below right: an
ANP man’s hennaed
hand and nails

IN SOME PARTS THE ANP ARE LOATHED MORE THAN THE TALIBAN.

90% OF POLICEMEN ARE ILLITERATE,
THEIR CORRUPTION AND HABITUAL CANNABIS-SMOKING NOTORIOUS
t the break of a brutal day in southern
Afghanistan, where 50C temperatures
can make human bodies stink of
ammonia as they burn up muscle tissue, a young
man sits propped against the side of a mudwalled compound. He is applying eyeliner from a
little bottle, carefully accentuating his almond
eyes in a blue-beaded hand mirror. His hands
are stained with henna and his fingernails are
glossily painted. He is wearing a Mickey Mouse
T-shirt saying “Ho. Ho. Ho. This is the Easiest Ten
Dollars I Ever Earned in My Life”, but he is not a
model or an actor or even a rent boy.
He is an officer in the Afghan National Police
(ANP) who later in the day will be manning a
roadblock, shooting an AK-47 at the Taliban or
just lazing around in the shade getting stoned. If
he is unlucky he might be blown limb from limb
by a rocket-propelled grenade
or an incendiary device: last
year alone, 1,000 of his fellow
officers were killed. He lives
in the dust and squalor of the
southwest Helmand province,
the world’s largest opiumproducing region, where
British forces are locked in a
deadly battle against the
Taliban. He owns nothing;
but don’t feel too sorry for
him, he might be taking a
juicy kickback from an opium
smuggler tonight. And
besides, he has found more
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personal ways of making his life bearable.
One of the biggest challenges for international
forces is that in parts of the country the ANP are
loathed and feared even more than the Taliban.
Their corruption, intimidation and habitual
cannabis-smoking — a reported 30% are drug
addicts — is notorious. Nominally under the
jurisdiction of the Ministry of Interior (MOI),
Afghanistan’s lack of communications or a
powerful central government mean they are
a law unto themselves.
Everyone agrees that the key for foreign troops
to be able to leave Afghanistan is to train local
security forces to take over. The plan is to have
134,000 Afghan National Army (ANA) and
94,000 police by October. Officials are now
optimistic about the ANA, into which the
Americans are pumping billions of dollars,
despite an incident in mid-July
when an Afghan soldier turned
on his British mentors,
murdering three. The Pentagon
has said the Afghan Army may
hit its target of 134,000 troops
next month, almost one for every
US soldier. But mention the ANP
and people groan.
America has spent more than
$6 billion since 2002 in an
attempt to create an effective
Afghan police force, buying
weapons, building police
academies and hiring defence
19
contractors to train the a
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Police essentials —
a large tea kettle and an
AK-47. Right: a recruit
in police cap carefully
applies eyeliner
before going on duty

O

recruits. But the programme has been a disaster.
Only 12% of the country’s police units are
capable of operating on their own, many of their
weapons end up sold on to the Taliban, and a
recent UN survey found that half those asked
saw the police as corrupt. British troops don’t
trust them, convinced that they often tip off the
Taliban before the forces go on operations.
To those who have seen first-hand the
desperate need for improvements in policing
standards, the idea they could soon take over
from foreign forces is ludicrous.
he reservist soldier Bran Symondson, a
39-year-old London-based photographer,
became fascinated by the ANP during his
first tour in Afghanistan, later returning as a
civilian to take these remarkable pictures as a
special commission for The Sunday Times
Magazine. He was struck by their all-round
incompetence and the unusual level of intimacy
the policemen seemed to share: all of which was
confirmed by those who worked alongside them
as he completed his project.
What he saw was patrolmen and commanders
finding solace in each other’s company and beds.
Living in units of as few as eight to 14 men in
their tumbledown rural police stations, they held
20 hands as casually and naturally as children as
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Above: the uniformed
chai boy pictured on
the previous pages is
seen here holding
a posy while he enjoys
some time off duty

they stood around talking and smoking. At night
they cuddled on their simple mattresses, a
physical ease that routinely extended to sexual
relations. Sometimes two men were “an item”,
but more often one or two of the younger, prettier
officers were the designated “chai boys”. A
Pashtun tradition known as bacha bazi or “boy
play”, they made the tea, and sexually serviced
the commander (and possibly others), enjoying a
special status and protection, like concubines.
Symondson’s photographs show the chai
boys lounging suggestively on cushions, one
minute languorous and sultry, the next boiling
water in a big kettle, passing round big bowls
of sugared almonds, making the evening meal
of fresh chillies, yoghurt and cucumber, or
mending the commander’s hat on an ancient
sewing machine. They are an alluring hybrid of
geisha and gofer.
Look behind the compound walls, and you see
a strange band of brothers, with their clumsy
and oddly touching quest for prettiness and

colour to leaven the harshness of life. Just as the
mujaheddin did fighting the Russians in the
1980s, it is common to see them stuff wild roses
in the barrels of their Kalashnikovs, tie nosegays
to their machine guns and cover the dashboards
of their police cars with silk blooms.
Some of their rusty Russian AK-47s are
painstakingly decorated with pretty beads, the
wooden doors of the primitive compounds are
sometimes stencilled with flower patterns.
Using gaudy tat from the local bazaar or cadged
from the International Security Assistance
Force (Isaf) soldiers, one man Symondson
photographed made a sequinned shoulder
strap; another displays a pink plastic heart on
the end of his gun.
The effeminacy sits oddly with their Mad Max
recklessness, rushing into a firefight even when
they can’t shoot. Effusively friendly yet not to be
trusted, somehow this ragtag band must now be
marshalled into a force professional enough to
protect the democracy western governments are

‘THEY’RE ALWAYS FLIRTING WITH US,’ LAUGHED ONE BRITISH SOLDIER.

‘BUT IT ISN’T JUST SEX THEY WANT,
IT’S A BLOODY PEN, OR SWEETS. THEY ARE JUST VERY ANNOYING’
propping up with the lives of young soldiers.
But it’s not all their fault. At a briefing in March
on Afghanistan, President Obama asked whether
the police would be ready when America’s
scheduled drawdown begins in July 2011. He was
told that proper training was only really getting
underway. According to one of those present, the
president looked stunned. “Eight years,” he said,
“and we didn’t train police? It’s mind-boggling.”
The problem goes back to the beginning of
2002 after the Taliban had been ousted and
different sectors of the country were divided up
between nations. In what some later said
sounded like a joke, the Italians were given the
justice system and the Germans the police. The
project had just 28 trainers and $14m. “They set

about trying to create a German-style police
force, trying to build the proverbial MercedesBenz, making sure they dotted all the Is and
crossed the Ts, however long it took,” said Paul
Calbos, an American colonel who was sent to
Afghanistan in 2005 to head the police-advisory
team. Eventually the Americans lost patience and
the US State Department got involved, officially
“helping out” so as not to offend the Germans.
They contracted out training to the US-based
private military company DynCorp. “DynCorp
thought they could get these guys and in six or
seven weeks could train them,” says Calbos. “But
the first thing they realised was they couldn’t
even spell their names. They had no idea about
basic hygiene, so had to spend 10 days training

how to wash and go to the bathroom. At the end
they were given belt, baton, uniform and boots,
and sent off. When the State Department asked
DynCorp how many they had trained they said
30-40,000. What they meant was 30-40,000 had
been through their camps. But when you asked
where is Mohammed or Bashir they had no idea.
They said, ‘You told us to build centres and train
— not to track them afterwards. We can’t stop
them running away and selling their baton and
uniform.’ ” An inquiry found 300,000 weapons
had gone astray.
For a year Calbos travelled around the south
recruiting men to join the police. “Basically how
it worked was we went to villages and talked to
the elders,” he says. “They said, ‘You want 40
men, I’ll give you 40.’ There was no quality
control. Out in the villages illiteracy is often 98%
and many of them couldn’t even write their own
name. If you’ve got a policeman who can’t write
out a ticket, the logic isn’t there, he can’t process.”
Even disregarding their nocturnal fumblings,
it’s clear that the forces training the ANP are
often exasperated by their charges, who couldn’t
shoot straight despite the Afghan’s warrior
reputation. Cack-handed as small children, they
are typically so uncoordinated that teaching
them contact drills — the essential choreography
of a firefight — was farcical.
“Half of them couldn’t walk in a straight line,”
one officer told Symondson. “You had to tell
them things again and again, endlessly repeating
yourself, as if you were talking to children.”
For the British trainers they have been hard to
respect. Personal hygiene was low on the to-do
list: they had no showers or detergents, and
squatted to use a corner of any empty room
as a toilet. But according to Symondson,
gradually disgust has been tempered with
admiration for their courage, many risking not
only their lives but the safety of their families a 21
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by aligning themselves against the Taliban.
The ANP is renowned for its corruption: police
often mount roadblocks on the highways to
extort money. Ambassador Richard Holbrooke,
the US State Department’s top representative in
the region, has called the Afghan police “an
inadequate organisation, riddled with corruption”.
A recent purge by the MOI resulted in more
than one in five senior police leaders being
sacked or prosecuted for corruption in the past
18 months. In theory, all senior police and MOI
officials must now declare their income and
assets, and take lie-detector tests. But the real
problem is that the average $100 monthly wage
is not enough, given that one policeman will
typically have 15 family members to support,
and he will rarely get the full amount as his
commander takes a cut first. One of the reasons
they go Awol so often is that in a country where
only 3% have bank accounts, they have to take
the money in person to their families, who may
live many days’ journey away.
To try and get round this, the Ministry of
Interior, backed by US officials, came up with
what seemed a clever idea to start paying police
salaries through text messages — a moneytransfer system that Vodafone pioneered in
Kenya. About a third of the Afghan population has
mobile phones, and the main company, Roshan,
has 2,500 agencies all over the country. So the
idea came about to use the Roshan network.
o officials in the MOI and the World Bank,
which backed the scheme, it seemed a
perfect solution to stop both money and
police going astray.
A trial group of 50 police was selected in
Wardak province, bordering Kabul. But as always
in Afghanistan it wasn’t so easy. “The first
problem was we asked for their numbers and
they didn’t have phones,” said Karim Khoja, CEO
of Roshan. “So we gave them phones. The next
problem was we underestimated the illiteracy —
90% are illiterate. So it’s all very well to say
‘Here’s a four-digit pin number,’ but if you can’t
read or write even that is useless. So we had to
make it work through voice-activation.”
Finally, earlier this year
they had been trained to
operate the system and the
first month’s salary was paid.
The police then complained
they hadn’t got the money. It
turned out that they couldn’t
read the text message to say
the money had arrived. So
Roshan representatives had
to physically phone them.
The second month went
fine. Khoja said: “Fifty
policemen called me to say
thank you, we didn’t know
22 we earned $150 a month.
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Feature
Before, the commander only gave us $30.”
The commander was, of course, less happy,
having lost the $6,000 a month he had been
creaming off. The next month he took matters
into his own hands. Khoja was in his office when
he got a panicked call from a bank on the
outskirts of Kabul. The commander had turned
up with all 50 phones and pin numbers and
demanded the money.
“I was furious,” he said. “I thought it was a
joke. But then I realised what this means is the
system is foolproof. We told the bank employee
not to hand it over. The only way the commander
can take money now is by coercing the men
once they’ve got it.”
Outside the cities, their improvised police
stations can look like tiny sand castles on the
desert horizon; others are part of a Forward
Operating Base and sit alongside an army unit.
Dotted all over every strategic point, they are
identifiable from the red, black and green Afghan
flag flown from a bamboo cane.
Islam does not condone homosexuality, and
under the Taliban the punishment was to bury
perpetrators under walls. Helmand’s chief of
police told Symondson that he was concerned
about his men’s behaviour and wanted it
stopped. “He was quoting from religious texts
that a wall would fall on those who indulged.”
But when Symondson toured the camp that
evening his men were snuggled up as usual.
Thursday nights were jokily referred to by the
Isaf forces as “man-love Thursday”, the evening
of seduction before Friday prayers when certain
of the policemen resembled a gaggle of teenage
girls preparing for a night on the town: hands
dyed deep orange with henna, nails painted,
sooty kohl-darkened eyes and brows. They
would slow-dance with each other to music
from tinny cassettes or played on an improvised
sitar-like instrument, its whiny notes drifting
on the parched air from their quarters, mingled
with the smell of spliff.
All the feminine primping and suggestive
body language could make their police outposts
sound like a sleazy, cut-price Marrakesh — but
only if you don’t mind the smell and the nearness
of death that makes even the
most brazen poseurs wildeyed with nerves. For this is no
homoerotic Shangri-La, just a
sad, filthy, dangerous and
— from the right vantage point
— ravishingly beautiful place,
where women are nowhere to
be seen and men make their
own companionship.
On the whole the British
soldiers turn a blind eye to
their charges’ love lives, except
when openly propositioned.
“They’re always flirting with
us,” laughed one soldier. “They

Afghan police patrol
in a non-armoured pickup truck in Helmand
province. Below left:
Bran with a local
police commander

make it very obvious they want to have sex with
us. It freaks us out. It isn’t just sex they want from
us — it’s a bloody pen, or sweets or sunglasses,
whatever we have. They are just very annoying.”
Once cordial relations had been established
with the western soldiers, the awkward attempts
at affection would follow, sometimes simple
gestures of gratitude for Isaf’s help, sometimes
more. On one occasion, Symondson witnessed a
British Army officer being asked by a local police
commander if he would care to avail himself of
his chai boy. Had he ever been interested, he
inquired. It was quite good fun sometimes. “No,
no,” responded the British officer, “I have a wife.”
The Afghan smiled. “So do I,” he said.
While the West grows impatient, wondering if
the ANP will ever be capable of managing its
country’s internal security, the police seem to
have all the time in the world: one photo shows
an officer, his arm wrapped around a colleague,
tenderly brushing his face with the intimacy of a
lover. Another is fast asleep with the slumbering
Taliban prisoner he is meant to be guarding.
Maybe this insouciance, like the insane appetite

for gunfire and the sexual abandon, derives from
the cannabis and opium they use. They think no
more of it than the Brits would of sharing a beer.
The Isaf leaders, of course, try to highlight the
positive. “You can see the professionalism
coming through,” says Major Ben Horne, Officer

and constitution, and maybe an ability to read.
The shortage of police means the authorities
must take a softer line on drugs — police caught
with opiates are dismissed, but cannabis is
considered “cultural” — and have more chances in
vetting backgrounds. “We have our ex-Taliban

‘IT’S LIKE, YOU KNOW, YOU CAN’T CHOOSE YOUR FAMILY.

SOME ARE AS BENT AS A NINE-BOB NOTE,
BUT THEY HAVE TO PROVIDE A SERVICE, HOWEVER MUCH IT GALLS YOU’
Commanding of Helmand’s Police Training
Centre at the capital, Lashkar Gah. Built after the
murders of five British soldiers in November
2009 by a “rogue” policeman (or Taliban plant, or
maybe just an unhinged junkie), the centre is
attempting to turn out improved versions of both
serving policemen and new recruits in just an
eight-week course. With its NCO course and
literacy training, on July 14 it had delivered 1,000
policemen with improved marksmanship, a
rudimentary grasp of their country’s penal code

coming through,” says Major Horne, “but that’s a
sign of success because they’ve chosen the right
side.” Commander Esmari, chief of police for the
Nahri Saraj district, one of Isaf’s bright hopes for
the future, once fought for the other side,
watching his fellow insurgents burn down clinics
and schools. He was recruited by force, explains
the man who now has responsibility for Gereshk
with its notorious drug-smuggling routes. “The
Taliban make the poor people fight,” he says. It
sounds about as reassuring as discovering that

the chief constable of Surrey once shared a flat
with Mad Frankie Fraser, but who knows?
Major Paul Dupuy, Officer Commanding at
the Gereshk police-advisory team, also alludes
to his recruits’ need to feel understood, their
almost childlike craving for empathy. “I gave
a policeman two plasters today because he’d
fallen over and scratched his arm,” he says
of a trainee being prepared to control arguably
the most dangerous place on Earth.
“Our success with them,” continues Captain
Ben Stephens, of the 1 Mercian regiment, a
senior police trainer, “has come from accepting
who they are, including all their faults. It’s like…
you know, you can’t choose your family. Some
are as bent as a nine-bob note, some are horrible
pieces of work, but they’re in a position where
they have to provide a service, however much it
galls you”. Nobody has much to say about the
chai boys, the eyeliner and the erotic undertow of
law enforcement, perhaps because as a
benighted country begins to straighten its
disarray, the rituals of “man-love Thursday” seem
23
the least of its problems s
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